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ABSTRACT 
 
     The goal of mammography is the detection, characterization, and evaluation of 
findings suggestive of breast cancer and other breast diseases. Annual screening 
mammography of age-appropriate asymptomatic women is currently the only imaging 
modality that has been proven to significantly reduce breast cancer mortality. A 
screening mammogram is an X-ray examination of the breast of an asymptomatic 
woman ,to perform QC chards . Exposure to high doses could be reason for suffering 
rather than diagnoses. Therefore, design biological phantom with similar properties to 
the actual human breast. This phantom helps radiology professional to ensure that 
their mammographic system is producing highest quality images. 
     The main objective of this research, to develop a new quality-control biological 
phantom composed of natural materials useful for mammography imaging modality. 
Two different locally available materials were tested using   ( GC-MS  , Densitometer 
, mammography machine ).The proposed  phantom in this study was designed using 
egg white , egg shell , Beeswax  and Animal fat  to mimic the breast fat layer  .Holder 
was designed with dimensions  10cm,10 cm and 4 cm from transparent plastic 
material. 
     Two Phantoms from materials that are available and cheap were Compared with 
APG Phantom .Good results of optical density average1.231 kg/m3was obtained from 
phantom one  agree with results from patients of age less than 40 years. Phantom tow 
also obtained acceptable results average 1.141kg/m3in compared with a phantom 
APG from a Literature Review and also a great agreement with results from patients 
of age greater more than 40 years. 
     The study recommends future studies for mammography dosimetry and quality 
control measurements by using these phantoms. 
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